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WA News

Mount Gibson Iron sues engineering firm over seawall collapse at WA’s
Koolan Island mine
October 28, 2015 5:29pm

KATE CAMPBELL Legal affairs reporter PerthNow

Mount Gibson Iron's mine at Koolan Island in WA. Picture: File image

MOUNT Gibson Iron is suing an engineering firm for negligence over the “catastrophic” collapse of a seawall at a WA mine site last
year.
The junior miner and subsidiaries, Aztec Resources and Koolan Iron Ore, have lodged a writ in the WA Supreme Court against
engineering firm GHD over the seawall failure at the Koolan Island mine, off the Kimberley coast, last November.
The wall started to give way in October, but there was a “catastrophic failure” on November 25.
Sea water flowed into the mine pit after the wall gave way, causing flooding of the nearby iron ore mining operation. The company was
forced to shut down the mine site.
The crisis resulted in Mount Gibson slashing the majority of its Koolan Island workforce. It’s believed more than 300 jobs were lost in
the closure.
In the writ, the plaintiff companies’ lawyers state GHD entered into contracts between June 2004 and November 2014 to provide the
design, construction, monitoring, inspection, maintenance and rectification of the seawall and associated structures.
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Lawyers say the companies suffered “loss, expense and damage” for GHD’s alleged breach of contracts and negligence.
It is claiming for damages and compensation under the Trade Practices Act, Australian Consumer Law and the Fair Trading Act.
GHD breached the law “by its conduct in the provision of advice and information concerning, and in carrying out, the work subject of
the contracts ... which was misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or deceive”, the writ states.
The plaintiffs’ lawyer declined to comment on the legal action.
A GHD spokesman told PerthNow the company did not comment on matters before the courts.
Earlier this year, Mount Gibson announced it had entered into an agreement with a logistics company to set up a supply base on
Koolan Island to service the oil and gas industry.
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